Open APIs
Everyone’s experienced buyer’s remorse.
After the excitement of a purchase wears
off, you’re faced with the reality that what
you bought falls short in key areas. Why?
Because you didn’t have full information or,
worse, you didn’t know
the right questions to ask.

Breaking Barriers

Galileo has removed the surprises for
businesses handling payments by opening
our APIs and providing access through
our website to virtually
anyone—clients, prospects,
students and freelance
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expected, the consequences can be
significant—even devastating.
But, what if you knew everything—literally
everything—about your purchase before
you committed? What if your business had
the capability to test drive all the features
and functionality before you made a buy
decision? What if there weren’t any surprises?
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When we say our open APIs and sandbox
are the best developer tools available,
you can take us literally. For example,
our developer-centric design instantly
creates code fragments with a single click,
customized to your credentials, in popular
programming languages for any API method
or function, cutting development time to
almost zero. It also includes a powerful
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Open APIs
tool to authenticate users, administer users
of various groups and, most importantly,
see published APIs, complete with full
interface specifications, along with
viewing API traffic flow with Galileo.
And, the best part: Our open APIs and
sandbox can provide complete flexibility
and full stack support for your ongoing
relationship with Galileo, so you can focus
on your core strengths and what sets you
apart. This includes fully controlling and
managing your customers’ entire user
experience, leaving us to put our 17+
years’ experience and secure system to
handle non-customer-focused activities,
like network and bank connectivity and
relationships, compliance, security, funds
loading, identity checks and more.

The Only Surprise Is
How Creative You Can Be
What do Galileo’s open APIs and robust
sandbox mean practically?
First, while you’re contemplating using our
services, you can experience exactly what
it’s like to work with us—before signing an
NDA or agreement—without surprises.

Second, your developers can get to work
immediately while business arrangements
are finalized—minimizing launch time, perhaps
by months, once agreements are executed.
And, third, our open APIs and sandbox are
unleashing the creativity of your developers
(and the greater payments community) so
clients and others can innovate without
limitations in a totally secure environment
to create their visions of what’s next.

Move Forward with Foresight
Opening the most advanced platform
through our APIs and creating a sandbox
where your developers can create and
experiment to their hearts’ content is putting
our money where our mouth is in terms of
our commitment to our clients, future clients
and the creativity of the payments industry.

Expand Your Universe
At Galileo, we don’t believe in placing
limits on our clients’ creativity nor on ours.
Our passion is innovating to empower
our clients to achieve their aspirations.

We’re fintechs’ tech.
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